their size, but their territorial diversity leads to demands for self-rule that can tear the empire apart. Ruling elites have a limited repertoire of response consisting of accommodation, assimilation and elimination. 3 H-J make a series of claims concerning Eurafrica, and while these are unrelated to my article, they are worth noting. H-J believe that Eurafrica was 'a central objective' of European integration, but this is overblown. 4 The idea of including the overseas territories into the common market was introduced at a late stage in the negotiations in 1956, and then only at French insistence. When Eurafrique unravelled, it had little effect on the course of European integration. In relation to the single market, Eurafrica was a sideshow, and while Spaak justified it in terms of scale (and hence in terms consistent with 'Europe and Its Empires'), it soon revealed itself to be a chimera.
H-J repeatedly claim that Eurafrique was supported by non-colonial powers, including West Germany which 'enthusiastically embraced' it. This does not pay nearly enough attention to power politics among the founding members of the EU (Rempe, 2011) . The French wish to share the financial burden of its empire was resisted by the Netherlands and Germany on financial grounds and because they feared involvement in colonial debacle. Moreover, Dutch and Germans had little commerce with French overseas territories, and both countries were concerned that preferential treatment of French colonies would distort their trade. Instead of conceiving Eurafrica as a common goal of the Six, it is more plausible to consider it a side-payment to gain French consent to the common market.
If H-J had wanted to take on the argument of 'Europe and Its Empires' they might have argued that the additional information they put on the table refines or invalidates its conclusions. H-J might have raised an alternative explanation -for example, imperial overstretch, venality of the metropole, diseconomies of scale. H-J do neither of these things. Their purpose is much narrower -namely, to revisit the motives of the founders of the EU -but their claims appear to be exaggerated and their evidence selective.
